
- K A K T O O S - 
THE MUSIC DISK BY 
M E L L O W - D 
FM / S!P / HDC 
 
Thanks for downloading!! 
 
This is my first ever music-disk. It's a collection of songs I have made the recent past and the long gone 
past, with most stuff made in and inspired by Phoenix, Arizona, USA (hence the name Kaktoos) 
 
Please note that the songs were made from one to five years ago, and that all are in four channels or 
less. 
 
Take yourself back a few years, and enjoy the four tracks (all songs are Protracker MODs!). 
 
 
I N S T R U C T I O N S 
 
Left and right arrows switch between text pages, previous and next respectively. When in the module 
list, up/down arrows select a song and enter plays it. 
 
Hopefully soon, I will release a music-disk with some S3M / XM stuff, with more modern stuff :) 
 
The idea behind this was, that I had all these nice songs stored on my HD, never released, never 
spread... the just spoke to me and said 
 
R E L E A S E   M E 
 
(Like that one track on this disk :)) 
 
Some of the stuff is -Underground-, made in the nice -Red Clouds- of AZ, with the -Touchstone Shining- 
all over my face. 
 
The song you are hearing now is called 
- N I N E - Z I N E - 
 
Though having no idea where the name of the song comes from, I like this one a lot. It reminds me of 
Phoenix in its essence with the hot temperature, the k00l gangs and Mill Ave in Tempe :) 
 
This song is dedicated to Matt and Ezra. 
 
One of my best tunes IMO. It has a lot of felling for me. 
 
 



KAKTOOS 
 
Bytes Having Fun 
Dark Chocolate 
Falling In Love 
Kreation II 
Lost In The 145 
Low Fucking Orgasm 
N I N E - Z I N E 
Piano Iskelma 
Quadra Channel 
Red Clouds 
Release Me 
Rolling Down 
Secret World 
Touchstone Shining 
Underground 
 
 
BYTES HAVING FUN 
 
This is the first in tens of MODS/S3M's I made in Sonic-PC. It's the first *ever* tune I made on the PC 
 
Samples are from a really cheap Yamaha synth that FTJ / Sonic let me use for a weeks :) 
 
It's really a nothing tunes as far as its history goes, no inspiration or anything :) 
 
As all of the songs on this disk, it has old samples, and oldish style, but with four channels, hey! :) 
 
 
DARK CHOCOLATE 
 
This is a co-operation tune by Mellow-D and Nutcase.. We made this with the VFX samples and some 
ripped samples (from Dean) 
 
This is a nice jammix tune IMHO, I like it a lot .. old old old, over 4 years! :) 
 
This tune is self-explaining, so just listen :) 
 
 
FALLING IN LOVE 
 
What an original, creative title! :) 
 
I'm kind of ashamed of this now, but back in AZ when I *was* in love with this girl I thought this was 
nothing but appropriate... 
 
I played her this, and she like it :) No dirty details! 



 
Nice'N'Mellow though. The Sonic People liked this too :) 
 
Nothing so special about this one. 
 
 
KREATION II 
 
Weird style. No big story behind this tune.. I made it in one might as I recall, with a lot of volume dlide-
down effects.. :) 
 
Can't remember where I ripped all the samples from, some of the samples were from several Depeche 
Mode CD's though :) 
 
Now that I listen to any of the stuff on this musicdisk, after hearing and doing XM stuff, I'm really 
amazed how simple these songs sound. No fancy effect, no (real) nice echo, etc :) 
 
 
LOST IN THE 145 
 
145 BPM. Yes, I was really inspired, by this friend of mine called Matt, to do techno stuff... I did a few 
tracks, this is one of the only ones I have left anymore :) 
 
Kind of weird. Close your eyes and let the 145 lose you... 
 
I personally like the beat in this song although I used actual drum loops.. well, I used a lot of offset 
commands though too :) 
 
Turn the bass up! 
 
 
LOW FUCKING ORGASM 
 
Another big inspiration to me has been the band LFO. I wanted to do a little play with their name, and 
this is what you have :) Some LFO stuff done in the song too. :) 
 
Very mellow piece. I played this to my desktop publishing AP teacher, and she was dazzled :) This was 
used in a field trip video we did. With the Arizona cactuses, canyons, rivers etc, flowing and glowing in 
the background :) 
 
This is way to relaxed if you're looking for fast-paced techno bullshit :) Go for Underground :) 
 
 
N I N E - Z I N E 
 
Though having no idea where the name comes from, I like this one a lot. It reminds me of Phoenix in its 
essence with the hot temperature, the k00l gangs and Mill Ave in Temp :) 
 



Dedicated to Matt         Ezera. 
 
Nice bass eh? :) 
One of my best tunes IMO. It has a lot of felling for me. The melody, the nice chord changes further in 
the song, etc. 
 
Enjoy! 
 
The Lead sample you're hearing around now was mixed from ripped samples, a couple samples that I 
sampled, and some other stuff :) I loved the mixing feature in Protracker on the Amiga (finally they 
brought it to FastTracker II) 
 
 
PIANO ISKELMA 
 
Lamish piano thing in four tracks.. Not a masterpiece, but hope you can grasp the feeling in it :) 
 
I like the part where the droms come in 
 
I don't remember who, but I just heard a nice piano tune by someone and I wanted to make one too :) I 
didn't use chords in samples in the part without drums, so it all happens in 4 channels and that's it :) 
One piano sample. 
 
Where the drums come in, I have one chord sample, made with the chord feature of Protracker.. That 
isn't in FT2 is it? 
 
Tee bassplayer and drummer must have a thing going on because they get so wild at that one part :) 
 
 
QUADRA CHANNEL 
 
A very old MOD I did in Protracker.. Could be as early as 1990.. Who knows, I don't :) 
 
I ripped samples from a PMC demo, that music was made by Peter (awesome music) 
 
Back then, I had some nice melodies in my songs:) Nowadays it's more or less just technical stuff.. :( 
 
But anyways, I was in a group me and a friend of mind called DR.X founded.. Which in its last days 
became pretty damn good :) We only released a bunch of intros though, no demos or anything. 
 
People split up, and went to Shining and Deadline SF (Me, Nutcase, DR.X for example). Oh, some of you 
who are much into the scene might know of Nutcase too (awesome, just plain awesome musican!!) 
 
 
RED CLOUDS 
 
Red Clouds is what are on the skies of Arizona every single night.. so damn beautiful!! 
 



Come to think of it, I was very much inspired by Arizona in my songs.. I did my best stuff there. 
 
Trying to go back... :-) 
 
Anyway, this song is still kind of unfinished, a friend of mine called Ezra was making some words for this 
songs too but I left the US too early.. :( 
 
Kind of a mix of regular demo style (the bleep+echo sounds and the strings) with a mild influence by 
Mellow-D :) 
 
I like the Psudo-Rez samples in the middle part of the song.. 
 
Like everything else on this disk, this one is also a couple years old and only 4 channels. Keep that in 
mind :) Of course it won't sound as good as the stuff I do on FT2 now :) 
 
 
RELEASE ME 
 
After listening to a lot of Ace of Base stuff, in the morning in the bus, at school at lunch, and in the bus 
again, I couldn't but sample AOB! :) 
 
This is what you get.. :) 
 
The deep male voice sample is from the Utah Saints CD, where he goes "I can't believe I listened to 
you"..  :) 
 
One of personal faves.. I like the melody :) some people though, dislike the song like hell :) I love it. 
 
Most samples were taken from a Ensoniq VFX synth I rent form MS Audiotron in Helsinki, Finland.. 
Nutcase also had and used these samples a lot :) 
 
By the way, I'm trying to persuade Nutcase to come onto the PC, but he doesn't have the money to buy 
one :) He says that's the only obstacle he has.. So maybe one day the PC music scene have one more 
awesome musician :) 
 
 
ROLLING DOWN 
 
- J O K E  T U N E  A L E R T - :) 
 
Rock around the clock!! :) 
 
A little play with the FTJ's "Toy-Synth" and its samples :_ This one's quite funny, but it works.. 
 
The first, and so far, last of my rock n'roll tunes :) 
 
It has a nice "WOO" sample which I use in the main lead in the first part :) 
 



I don't have anything to say on this one :) 
 
 
SECRET WORLD 
 
Depeche Mode's CD "Songs of Faith and Devotion" inspired me to do this piece. 
 
Has a kind of an electric feel to it doesn't it? It does sound kind of like DM, doesn't it? It should :) 
 
Done on a weekend by sitting front of the old Amiga 1000 in Paul's room (well, he never used it) on 
Friday, and leaving it on Saturday night :) 
 
The family I staid with BTW, were Mormon, which was quite the opposite of life as I was used to it.. It 
really made me more mature. I will send this to them, so if you read this-- 
 
-- 
Thanks for the most wonderful year of my life so far and to come 
-- 
 
 
TOUCHSTONE SHINING 
 
My second tune ever on the PC.. Done way before I went to the US. I had just joined Sonic-PC! :) 
 
Nothing to special about this tune.. I think Jaz / Sonic still think this is my best tune :) 
 
Notice the big changes in the song, going from a dark tune to a happy tune, back to dark again, etc :) I 
was thinking of a demo with this one, but now I see it's not fit for one :) 
 
It has a nice, simply melody, with really no special effects or .. dimension.. :) 
 
 
UNDERGROUND 
 
Inspired by the Utah Saints CD again. (I lost that CD, Damn! :)) 
 
Out of my tunes, this one's Pixel's favourite tune.. He played this to some epic people too (don't know 
what they thought) :) I'm waiting for the call. 
 
Piece of beep sounds.. Tune up your treble adjustment! :) 
 
This is probably the best song of this musicdisk so I saved it for last.. 
 
Enjoy! 
 
 
 
 



Well, I want to thank you for listening to my deepest thoughts from over a 3 years time. Music means a 
lot to me, I use it as an escape method a lot -- releieves an unbelievable amount of stress! 
 
Here's how I can be reached: 
 
Telephone: +358-40-545-9486 (Cellular) 
Email:  Jak Hole.fi 
Web:  http://www.partek.fi/jam/ 
 
Thanks to the special, lovely, nice, beautiful Maikki :) 
 
Also big n great thanks and hellos to: 
 
Zab - FM - Pixel - Jaz - Nik - FTJ - Spar - Rank - Cybelius and Dune - Syntax / Ice - Mom and Family - 
Xaphod Ajake, Count, Sorsa, JK, Kristi, Saara, Ville, Dogo, Leke, Mercury, Lasse, Riley - Stalker - Ior - Julle - 
Stenu Fernis - Jari Ketola - Tapani Rinne - Kari Haapanen - Jouni Oksala - Rosa!! - Hanna!!! - All of 
Harcode and S!P - Nutcase - DR. X - Jugi - Turtle - Heatbeat - The Old Warex Gang :) -  
 
And big big big apologies to those I unintentionally forgot. I really did not mean to. And I do have a very 
bad memory.. sorry. I know I forgot to thank or say hi to a lot of people :) 
 
Thanks from Zab: 
 
If anyone wants to reach me for some odd reason send a mail to Zab+Teleport.com . Or you can check 
out http://www.teleport.com/zab/. 
 
Greets / Thanks and all that go out to: 
 
Jak - Mikmak and the HDC crew form MM - Pixel - RIven - Godhead - Zep - RE - Volt - BRI - RS - Modmix - 
Mads - Simm - Maek - Basey - NEC - X8!! :) - Bartist (no, no secret this time :)) - Chucky - Rao - THe usual 
coders and trax guys (the occasional gal :)) And everyone I know I'm forgetting :) Feel free to kick my ass 
:) 
 
That's it form that Kaktoos crew. 


